FANGORIA and Days of the Dead to host "NIGHTBREED" Cabal Cut screening in LA!
Written by Rebekah McKendry
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It’s time to join Boone, and take a trip to Midian! FANGORIA is proud to announce that we are
teaming up with Days of the Dead Entertainment to host a screening of the rare, recently
assembled “Cabal Cut” of NIGHTBREED in Los Angeles!

Since the release of Clive Barker’s NIGHTBREED over 20 years ago, there has been endless
discussion of missing and deleted material. The “Cabal Cut” is the rare print that includes many
of the once lost pieces, helping to rebuild the seminal author's original vision.

FANGORIA and Days of the Dead are incredibly pleased to announce that they will be hosting
a screening of the most up-to-date version of the “Cabal Cut” at the New Beverly Theater (7165
West Beverly Blvd) in Los Angeles, CA, Sunday, June 10th at 7:30 p.m. This is an event you
will not want to miss—and you just never know who might show up for a special intro and Q&A!

Tickets will be on sale soon at the New Beverly's site and are expected to sell out quickly, so
keep watch and don’t wait.

Here is Seraphim Film’s account of the “Cabal Cut”:

“In 2009 Seraphim's Mark Miller contacted Morgan Creek and found out that there may well be
more to the myth than anyone had thought. Two European encoded VHS tapes were
discovered and sent to Phil and Sarah Stokes, who run Clive Barker's website, Revelations.
They viewed the tapes and saw what nobody had seen in almost two decades; additional
NIGHTBREED footage. Phil and Sarah transferred the footage to DVD and, with Clive's
approval, announced to the world that missing footage for Clive's film had been found. Thanks
to their hard work and far reaching publicity, the original workprint was screened at Horror
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Hound convention in March 2010.

Inspired to see Clive's original vision come to light, filmmaker Russell Cherrington, longtime
friend of Clive Barker and Seraphim, took the DVD back to England and, working with editor
Jimmi Johnson and Clive Barker's original script, created the new cut of NIGHTBREED,
composited from the two VHS sources and the original Warner Brothers DVD. The original
cinema release of NIGHTBREED was fused with the workprint to create THE CABAL CUT.
THE CABAL CUT was screened at The Mad Monster Party in Charlotte NC where a Q&A with
took place that featured Anne Bobby (Lori), Craig Sheffer (Boone), Mark Miller (Producer for
Seraphim), and Russell Cherrington (Restoration Director). During this panel discussion, Anne
called out for the fans to make their voices heard. She told them to Occupy Midian and the fans
of NIGHTBREED have done exactly that.
And now, due to popular demand, Clive Barker and Seraphim are proud to announce the
launch of Occupy Midian . This is the definitive site for people to visit pertaining to all things
NIGHTBREED. The official Teaser Trailer for this epic Cut of NIGHTBREED is available for
viewing exclusively on the site.”
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